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Sex-atypical Work among Token Men in the United States

Abstract. This study investigates the effect of workplace sex composition on men who do “women’s work.” Using data from 5,734 U.S. school teachers, I conduct multinomial logistic regression analyses to test hypotheses regarding men’s and women’s relative likelihood of moving out of teaching and advancing up into administrative positions. Results from these analyses provide no evidence that Kanter’s tokenism proposition is generalizable to token men who teach in elementary schools; rather than suffering disadvantages, evidence supports Williams’s “glass escalator” proposition that men enjoy privilege in predominantly female jobs and are more likely than women to be promoted into administrative positions. Keywords: gender, work, occupations, teaching, sex composition, glass escalator, tokenism

In 1977 Rosabeth Moss Kanter published one of the most widely read organizational studies in sociology, Men and Women of the Corporation. In it she proposes that token workers—individuals who are in an extreme numerical minority along some salient dimension such as race or sex—are subject to workplace difficulties above and beyond those their nontoken colleagues face. Such individuals, Kanter argues, are more visible by virtue of their difference, are marginalized in everyday workplace activities, and are thus subject to more work-related scrutiny, criticism, and performance pressure. Although based on the experience of women at “Indsco,” the tenor
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and theoretical thrust of Kanter’s study suggests that a marginal, scrutinized existence would be the experience of anyone who is a token in whatever context; women would suffer these consequences in other predominantly male settings, African Americans in predominantly white settings, and so, too, would men in predominantly female settings.

Since its publication, however, several scholars have criticized Kanter’s general theory, arguing that it is misconceived as “gender-neutral” (Williams, 1995) and that it does not adequately account for sex differences in the experience of sex-atypical work (Zimmer, 1988; Budig, 2002). The fundamental criticism is that, while men in predominantly female workplaces may suffer disadvantages as a result of token status, they may also be advantaged due to a general cultural preference for men and masculinity. Kanter (1977) does acknowledge this possibility:

*in the case of tokens whose master status [in society] is higher than their situational status [as workers], leveling can work to their advantage, as when male nurses are called “Dr.”* (p. 232)

However, she does not pursue this line of reasoning in the course of her study, and its implications do not make their way into her conclusions about sex-atypical work.

On one level, then, this paper interrogates these two competing notions about men’s experience in sex-atypical work. On another level, this paper contributes to our limited understanding of men’s movement into and out of sex-atypical work and the implications of these phenomena for occupational sex segregation—a workplace modus operandi for perpetuating income, wealth, authority, and prestige inequality between men and women (England, 1992; Marini, 1989; Reskin, 1993, 1988; Reskin and Roos, 1990). To examine these phenomena I focus on men who do “women’s work.” More specifically, I focus on men who do a particular kind of “women’s work”—elementary school teaching—and ask the question: Do male elementary school teachers’ careers respond more to the disadvantages or the advantages associated with sex-atypical work? If tested empirically, will they stay, or will they go?

Methodologically, school teaching provides a unique case with which to examine men’s experience in sex-atypical work. At the more aggregated, occupational level, it might appear as if teaching is somewhat sex-integrated (what Kanter calls “tilted”), with about 28 percent of teachers being male at the beginning of the 1990s (U.S. Department of Education, 1994a). However, looking more closely at the major divisions within the occupation, we see that school teaching is quite segregated by sex (see Bielby and Baron, 1986 for a discussion of the importance of level of aggregation when studying workplace sex segregation). In the decades up to and including 1990,
men represented only about 15 percent of elementary school teachers (Biedenkapp and Goering, 1971; Williams, 1995)—Kanter’s “token” threshold. In contrast, about 42 percent of secondary school teachers were men in 1990 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1992). Thus, more so than the handful of other predominantly female professions (e.g., librarianship, social work, and nursing), school teaching is meaningfully divided into two occupations similar in length of training and requisite skills but dramatically different in sex composition. This fact makes school teaching ideal for comparing the effect of varying sex composition on men’s career patterns to that on and women’s career patterns.

Most research on workplace sex segregation has focused on ways in which premarket forces (e.g., childhood socialization) and market forces (e.g., statistical discrimination in hiring) sort men and women unevenly throughout the occupational structure (see England, 1992; Reskin, 1993). However, we know less about how experiences while in the occupational structure contribute to segregation through patterns of uneven occupational attrition (Jacobs, 1989), and we know even less about men’s attrition from predominantly female workplaces, where they are already few in number (Williams, 1993). As Reskin (1993) points out in an Annual Review of Sociology article on workplace sex segregation, more research is needed to explore “the factors that influence workers’ moves into and out of sex-atypical jobs” (p. 265; emphasis added).

Though Jacobs (1989) has examined this process specifically as it pertains to women’s movement into and out of sex-atypical work, there is comparatively little research exploring men’s movement into and out of sex-atypical work. Such an oversight is particularly problematic for a theoretical understanding of workplace sex segregation since it is arguably men’s resistance to integrated work that is the overwhelming force behind perpetual workplace sex segregation (Reskin, 1988). In order to understand more fully the existing sex composition of occupations, it is important to study not just what encourages men to work in particular occupations but also what discourages them from working in others. However, few scholars have investigated why men are so underrepresented in jobs defined as “female” or what happens to those men who do take such jobs (Rosenfeld, 1984; Williams and Villemez, 1993).

This study is a response to Reskin’s (1988) appeal to bring the men back into our research and understanding of workplace sex segregation—to better understand the parameters of men’s resistance to working as equals with women. It is at once both an attempt to address the theoretical disagreement about men’s experience in sex-atypical work and an examination of the role that men’s experience with sex-atypical work plays in workplace sex segregation.
Theory and Evidence on Men’s Sex-Atypical Work

The gender-neutral Kanterian perspective suggests that the few men who enter “female jobs” (i.e., occupations or jobs that are numerically dominated by women) will be more dissatisfied by virtue of their token status and thus suggests that such men will be more likely than their female colleagues to leave these jobs. More recently, Jacobs (1989, 1993) has formulated an addendum to this perspective that focuses more explicitly on mechanisms discouraging sex-atypical work. Using a revolving door as a metaphor for the process, Jacobs theorizes that lifelong encounters with social control constrain individuals’ occupational choices. Individuals may encounter control that discourages entry into an occupation, and more to the point, persisting social control can serve as a mechanism that encourages men and women to quickly leave sex-atypical work that they have come to occupy despite earlier social controls, as if they had come and gone through a single turn of a revolving door. For instance, typical workers could sabotage the work of an individual who is sex-atypical (see also Cockburn, 1983 and 1991 for examples of sabotage among token women), or dominant workers could exclude them from break room conversations and otherwise make them feel as if they don’t belong. According to the Kanterian perspective we would expect that the cluster of disadvantages encountered by men in “female jobs” would discourage them so much that the tendency for men in those positions would be disproportionate outward movement.

In contrast, a second perspective recognizes that men’s experience of sex-atypical work may be different from that of women because of the cultural power associated with masculinity and that they are often rewarded in “female jobs” (see Acker, 1990; Williams, 1992, 1989; Williams and Villemez, 1993; Yoder, 1991; Yoder and Sinnett, 1985; Zimmer, 1988; Budig, 2002). Subsequently, this perspective proposes that these advantages outweigh any disadvantages that men may suffer as token workers. To accommodate this possibility theoretically Williams (1992) proposes a “glass escalator” model of men’s experience in predominantly female work, arguing that, among other benefits, there is an informal glass escalator on which token men in predominantly female settings are encouraged to rise upward into positions of authority. Although these men may suffer some disadvantage in the form of societal suspicion—chiefly about their masculinity and sexual orientation—economic benefits and opportunity assuage those disadvantages. Thus, we would have little reason to expect token men to leave “female jobs” with any greater likelihood than women, except for those few for whom we would expect a greater likelihood of upward movement into occupationally related administrative jobs.

In addition to these two competing explanations of men’s experience
as tokens in predominantly female workplaces, research also suggests a third possibility. Drawing on Blalock’s (1967) and Blau’s (1977) theories of minority-group relations, Wharton and Baron (1987, 1991) use 1973 Quality of Employment Survey data in two companion articles to examine men’s and women’s work satisfaction across a range of workplaces of varying sex composition. Because the quality and quantity of intergroup relations decline as groups become more balanced, they argue, men will be least satisfied in integrated settings. Looking specifically at men’s satisfaction at work, Wharton and Baron (1987) find that men are least satisfied in sex-integrated workplaces and that “the satisfaction levels of men in predominantly female and mixed but segregated work settings … do not differ significantly from men in all-male work settings” (p. 582). This evidence suggests a parabolic relationship between sex composition and men’s disadvantage (i.e., dissatisfaction) at work: Token men in predominantly female settings might not necessarily suffer disadvantages in the way Jacobs (1989) and Kanter (1977) suggest they will, and thus such men may have little reason to leave predominantly female workplaces.

Advantages, Disadvantages, and Outward Movement among Token Men

These are three quite-different theoretical expectations, and to date the evidence bearing on them is contradictory and inconclusive. Research on token men, much of it based on qualitative data from nonrepresentative samples, provides evidence of both advantages and disadvantages for these men. Some studies indicate that men have advantages in hiring, often acknowledged as administrative attempts to integrate “female jobs” (Allan, 1996; Williams, 1989, 1995). Other studies find that token male nurses are taken more seriously on the job than female nurses (Floge and Merrill, 1986; Heikes, 1991). There is also some qualitative evidence of a glass escalator for men that encourages their advancement (Pierce, 1995; Williams, 1989, 1992, 1995), but in one study the authors ask if there is “another ceiling” and conclude that there is antimale bias in promotion among social workers (Atwater and Van Fleet, 1997).

Indeed, the bulk of studies in this area focus on identifying the difficulties associated with being a man in a “female job.” When one compares what they could have in “male jobs,” men in female jobs suffer both prestige and wage penalties (Jacobs and Powell, 1984; England and Herbert, 1993); men may encounter suspicion about their masculinity and sexual orientation, arguably large components of many men’s identities (Allan, 1996; King, 1998; Murray, 1996; Sargent, 2000; Skelton, 1994; Williams, 1993, 1992, 1989); and there is some qualitative evidence based on research on elementary school teachers that token men perceive interpersonal resistance from
female colleagues (Allan, 1993, 1996), though other research on nurses provides contradictory evidence that women are not resistant to the idea of male colleagues (Fottler, 1976).

Studies specifically about men in elementary school teaching cite some additional unique disadvantages. Many studies indicate that token men in elementary schools have severe role conflict: The job requires a degree of nurturing and physical contact with small children, but men’s gender role expectations preclude such behavior and invoke suspicion of pedophilia if they meet the nurturing expectations of the job (Allan, 1996; DeCorse and Vogtle, 1997; King, 1998; Murray, 1996; Sargent, 2000; Skelton, 1994). To a lesser extent, men in these studies also describe role encapsulation, whereby they are pressured to take on responsibilities as the resident disciplinarian (Allan, 1996; Sargent, 2000). Finally, in Allan’s (1993) research using qualitative data from 15 male elementary school teachers, he reports that men expressed feelings of marginalization. These men reported alienation from female colleagues and believed that the alienation was partially due to the women’s resentment toward the men for their privileges in hiring. However, if respondents tried to resist preferential treatment in order to gain trust among the other teachers, they then risked alienation from male principals.

Based on this evidence, many scholars agree that both advantages and disadvantages exist for token men in elementary school teaching and other female-dominated professions, but there is mixed evidence as to how the weight of the advantages and disadvantages affect mobility. Two quantitative studies on attrition from teaching indicate that men and women have the same tendency to leave after only a few years in the profession (Schlechty and Vance, 1983; Talbert, 1986), but neither of these studies distinguishes between elementary and secondary school teaching, so there is no evidence regarding male mobility specifically out of elementary school teaching, the level in which they are tokens.

Studies using representative quantitative data of the labor force also provide contradictory evidence regarding men’s likelihood of attrition from female occupations in general. In support of the gender-neutral tokenism thesis, Jacobs (1993) offers evidence from National Longitudinal Surveys data of individuals who entered the workforce during the 1960s and 1970s; Jacobs finds that the employment of men in “female jobs” is “unusual and often brief” (p. 61).

Two more recent studies find evidence of promotion advantages for men in female occupations, but the findings from these two studies lead to different conclusions about the unique effect of tokenism among men. Maume (1999) uses Panel Study of Income Dynamics data from 1981–87 to examine the effect of occupational sex and race composition on men’s
and women’s likelihood of moving into managerial positions. Modeling sex composition as a linear effect, Maume finds that “men are more likely to move into management as the percentage of females in the origin occupation increases” (p. 499). Using the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, Budig (2002) examines the effect of sex on wage promotions across occupation/industry “jobs” of female-skewed, male-skewed, and balanced compositions. She finds that men do have better wage levels and wage trajectories than women in female-skewed occupation/industry cells, but that advantage is no greater for these men than for those in balanced and male-skewed cells. Thus, Budig concludes, “token status appears to be irrelevant in terms of wage levels and wage trajectories” (p. 274): Men are uniformly advantaged across male, female, and balanced work. Since Maume (1999) models sex composition as a linear effect, his study does not speak to the possibility that men are advantaged across different levels of composition (male versus balanced versus female). Both of these studies do provide evidence of glass escalators for token men, but one suggests a statistical interaction between sex and token status, while the other suggests a uniform advantage for men across the occupational structure.

Hypotheses

Where recent studies have examined the effects of sex and sex composition across the structure of heterogeneous occupations, I focus on school teaching to test hypotheses from the gender-neutral tokenism perspective and competing perspectives.

Central Gender-Neutral Tokenism Hypotheses

If men’s token status in elementary schools leads to their higher relative disadvantage and higher attrition, then two things must be true. First, disadvantages will outweigh any advantages of token status, and thus men in elementary schools will be more likely to leave than women:

*Hypothesis 1:* Men who teach at the elementary level are more likely to leave teaching for paid work outside a school than women who teach at the elementary level (i.e., the effect of teachers’ sex on leaving may vary by the level of school at which they teach).

Second, men will encounter more disadvantages than advantages in predominantly female occupations, and they will thus be more likely to leave these occupations than they would occupations with a smaller relative proportion of women. Because elementary school teaching is a predominantly
female occupation and secondary school teaching is a more integrated occupation, men in elementary schools will be more likely to leave teaching than men in secondary schools:

\emph{Hypothesis 2}: Men who teach at the elementary level are more likely to leave teaching for paid work outside a school than men who teach at the secondary level (i.e., the effect of school level on leaving will vary by teachers’ sex).

If there were support for these two hypotheses, this would provide evidence that disadvantages outweigh advantages for men in sex-atypical occupations, thus supporting the gender-neutral tokenism explanation in the Kanter tradition...

\textbf{Competition Hypotheses*}

Wharton and Baron’s (1987) research suggests an effect of workplace sex composition other than that from the gender-neutral social control perspective: a nonlinear one... . In direct contrast to the predictions in Hypotheses 1 and 2, this perspective would also lead us to expect that men in secondary schools will be more likely to leave than women in secondary schools and that men in secondary schools will be more likely to leave teaching than men in elementary schools, thus:

\emph{Hypothesis 6}: Men who teach at the secondary level are more likely to leave teaching for paid work outside a school than women who teach at the secondary level (i.e., again, the effect of teachers’ sex on leaving will vary by the level of school at which they teach);

and

\emph{Hypothesis 7}: Men who teach at the secondary level are more likely to leave teaching for paid work outside a school than men who teach at the elementary level (i.e., the effect of school level on leaving will vary by teachers’ sex).

\textbf{The Male Privilege Hypothesis}

Alternatively, Williams’s (1992) proposition suggests that men encounter more advantages than disadvantages in predominantly female work, and

\footnote{Hypotheses 3–5 and related text have been omitted in this reprinting.}
that one of these advantages is a better chance at promotion. If this is true, we would expect to find that, among elementary school teachers, men will be more likely than women to move up to administrative positions:

*Hypothesis 8:* Male elementary school teachers are more likely than female elementary school teachers to move up to a principalship or assistant principalship (i.e., male sex will have a direct positive effect on moving up among elementary school teachers).

**Data and Methods**

To test these hypotheses I use data from the Teacher Survey (1990–91), Teacher Followup Survey (1991–92), and School Administrator Questionnaire components of the *Schools and Staffing Survey* (U.S. Department of Education, 1994a, 1994b). The original Teacher Survey sample of 53,347 is representative of public and private school teachers in the United States. The *Schools and Staffing* surveys are useful for this research because they were designed to provide nationally representative data for estimating teacher turnover and attrition; in addition to data on teachers’ jobs at two points in time, these surveys include measures of a variety of other variables, including advanced degrees, job tenure, demographic characteristics, and family-oriented obligations.

Respondents were considered teachers if they were either full-time or part-time and had a primary assignment in grades kindergarten through twelfth. Short-term substitutes, student teachers, nonteaching specialists (e.g., guidance counselors or librarians), teachers’ aides, and other support staff were excluded.

Approximately one year after the Teacher Survey, the Teacher Followup component resurveyed a subsample of approximately 7,200 teachers from the original 1990–91 teacher sample, of whom 6,733 responded. The study used a stratified multistage cluster sampling design. In the initial stages of the followup, researchers attempted to obtain information on the mobility status of all teachers from the original Teacher Survey; the Followup Survey then took a subsample of those who stayed in teaching, while those who left teaching were sampled with certainty (Kerry Gruber, National Center for Education Statistics, personal communication, May 27, 2003). Consequently, those who left are overrepresented in the Followup Survey data. Thus, this design allows for comparison of the great percentage of people who stayed in teaching with the relatively rare cases who left teaching altogether. In addition, the stratification procedure was designed to allow for comparisons of those types of occupational moves within sector (i.e., public/
private), across experience groups (i.e., new versus experienced teachers), and between elementary and secondary levels. I weight all analyses using a simple transformation of a weight variable that adjusts for the sampling design.¹

Table 1. MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND DESCRIPTIONS OF STUDY VARIABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description and Metric</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dependent Variable</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility outcome at Time 2⁴</td>
<td>A polychotomous nominal measure indicating whether a teacher: (1) stayed in teaching;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) moved up to a principalship or assistant principalship; (3) left to care for family;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4) moved out for employment in a nonschool setting; or (5) moved internally to a job within a school setting</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independent Variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Status characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>A binary measure: 1 = male, 0 = female</td>
<td>.276</td>
<td>.447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>A binary measure: 1 = white, 0 = black, Asian, Pacific Islander, American Indian, or Alaskan native</td>
<td>.907</td>
<td>.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic identity</td>
<td>A binary measure: 1 = Hispanic, 0 = not Hispanic</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>An ordinal measure of respondent’s age at Time 1: 1 = under 30, 2 = 30–39, 3 = 40–49, and 4 = 50 and above</td>
<td>2.730</td>
<td>.915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structural job characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taught elementary</td>
<td>A binary measure of school level taught at Time 1: 1 = elementary, 0 = secondary</td>
<td>.529</td>
<td>.499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary (in 1000s)</td>
<td>A ratio measure of a respondent’s base salary at Time 1: ranges from 5 to 70</td>
<td>29.107</td>
<td>10.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time status</td>
<td>A binary measure of status at Time 1: 1 = taught full-time, 0 = taught part-time</td>
<td>.906</td>
<td>.292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taught public school</td>
<td>A binary measure of context at Time 1: 1 = taught public, 0 = taught private</td>
<td>.881</td>
<td>.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School’s percent female</td>
<td>A ratio measure of the percentage of female teachers at Time 1: ranges from 1 to 100</td>
<td>72.804</td>
<td>26.530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male principal</td>
<td>A binary measure for the principal at Time 1: 1 = male, 0 = female</td>
<td>.708</td>
<td>.455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing principal’s sex data</td>
<td>A binary measure: 1 = missing data for the male principal variable</td>
<td>.035</td>
<td>.184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human capital characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenure</td>
<td>A ratio measure of the years taught in the current school at Time 1: ranges from 1 to 51</td>
<td>8.854</td>
<td>7.465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postbaccalaureate degree</td>
<td>A binary measure of credential by Time 2: 1 = has a master’s, doctorate, professional, or educational specialist degree, 0 = no such degree</td>
<td>.457</td>
<td>.498</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ The weight used in this analysis is the Schools and Staffing Survey final weight divided by its mean. This procedure results in weights of the same relative size as those in the variable provided, but the mean of this weight is 1. Thus, weighted analyses have the same sample size and the same degrees of freedom as would unweighted analyses...
Variable | Description and Metric | Mean | s
--- | --- | --- | ---
Leaves | A binary measure of whether a respondent has taken a break in service for a year or more as of Time 1: 1 = has taken at least one break for at least one year, 0 = no such breaks | .329 | .470
General education credentials | A binary measure of a credential in general education as of Time 2: 1 = yes, 0 = no | .900 | .300
Special education credentials | A binary measure of a credential in special education as of Time 2: 1 = yes, 0 = no | .123 | .328
Administrative credentials | A binary measure of a credential in educational administration as of Time 2: 1 = yes, 0 = no | .108 | .311
Social sciences credentials | A binary measure of a credential in social sciences as of Time 2: 1 = yes, 0 = no | .118 | .323
Humanities credentials | A binary measure of a credential in humanities as of Time 2: 1 = yes, 0 = no | .009 | .093
Foreign languages credentials | A binary measure of a credential in foreign language as of Time 2: 1 = yes, 0 = no | .040 | .196
Natural sciences credentials | A binary measure of a credential in natural sciences as of Time 2: 1 = yes, 0 = no | .072 | .258
Family characteristics
Married | A binary measure of marital status at Time 1: 1 = married, 0 = not married | .723 | .447
Young child(ren) | A binary measure of young dependent children at Time 1: 1 = at least 1 child < 3, 0 = none | .101 | .301
New child(ren) | A binary measure of new dependent children: 1 = more children at T2 than T1, 0 = no more | .063 | .244
Community characteristics
Urban (omitted) | A binary coded 1 = school located in an urban area defined as a “central city” | .278 | .448
Suburban | A binary coded 1 = school located in an area defined as an “urban fringe” or “large town” | .340 | .474
Rural | A binary coded 1 = school located in an area defined as “rural” or a “small town” | .382 | .486
Missing urbanity data | A binary coded 1 = missing data for the urban/suburban/rural construct | .045 | .208


Note: Means and standard deviations do not reflect the data of 999 respondents who left teaching for reasons outside the scope of this study (e.g., those who left for retirement, those who left for reasons associated with a disability, those who left for further schooling, or those who left for some unknown “other” reason not captured under the other headings). These figures are based on weighted data.

a The metric presented here matters less than the fact that I use “stayers” as the omitted, reference group in the logit analyses.
b In these analyses, if a respondent did not leave the occupation in one fashion or another, he or she was a stayer (i.e., the respondent could have actually moved to another school and still be considered a “stayer”).
c This excludes upward moves and includes occupations such as librarian; counselor; “resource person,” such as a curriculum coordinator or department head; “support staff,” such as an aide; coach; or some undefined “other.”

**Dependent Variable**

Table 1 presents details about the measurement of variables I use in analyses as well as the means and standard deviations of those variables. The dependent variable in this analysis is a polychotomous nominal variable indicating whether a teacher remained in teaching at Time 2 or, if not, for what activity he or she left. It indicates whether the teacher (1) remained in teaching, (2) moved up to assume a principalship or assistant principalship, (3) left to care for family, (4) moved out for new employment in a nonschool setting, or (5) moved internally to a job in a school that was not teaching and not a principalship or assistant principalship. Because I am interested in occupational moves, this
measurement does not distinguish between those who stayed in their same job and those who may have changed schools but stayed in teaching. Nor does the measurement tap whether a teacher left for retirement, for reasons associated with disability, or to attend some form of postsecondary schooling; these moves are distinct from the others in terms of normative career patterns, so I omit from multivariate analyses people who left for those reasons.

**Independent and Control Variables**

Beyond the variables implicit in the hypotheses—teacher’s sex, school level, sex of the principal, and school sex composition—research in the sociology of work suggests the need to control for other factors that may affect workplace outcomes. I test five categories of independent measures for inclusion in final statistical models: status characteristics, job characteristics, human capital characteristics, family characteristics, and community characteristics. ...

**Analytic Approach**

I use multinomial logit regression to test whether independent variables influence teachers to remain in teaching or to leave for another occupation. Multinomial logit regression allows one to estimate simultaneously the likelihood of several different outcomes in one model. In regression analyses I select only those respondents who either stayed in teaching from Time 1 to Time 2 or those who left teaching for one of the following: (1) to move up to a principalship or assistant principalship, (2) to take care of family, (3) to move out for employment in a nonschool setting, or (4) to move internally to another job in a school (other than principal or assistant principal). This specification excludes respondents who retired, left to attend college, or left for reasons associated with disability, and analyses thus involve only 5,734 of the original 6,733 cases.

Because my hypotheses predict interactions among variables, I specify [an] interaction [term] in my analyses: (1) a two-way interaction between teachers’ sex and the level at which they taught ...

**Findings**

...  

**Hypothesis Testing**

... . Table 5 presents the final pooled model (with staying as the reference), with both logit coefficients and odds ratios for significant effects.  

---

* Tables 2–4 and related text have been omitted in this reprinting.  

3 The odds ratio is an exponential transformation of the logit coefficient and can be interpreted as the change in the odds of the outcome for an appropriate unit of the independent variable.
Because they failed to significantly improve model specification in preliminary modeling, this final model excludes a number of variables: white (race), Hispanic identity, full-time (employment status), prior leaves of absence, general education training, special education training, social sciences training, humanities training, foreign languages training, natural sciences training, missing male principal data, and urban context. Given their theoretical centrality, I have left the percent female and male principal variables in the final model, despite the fact that they fail to be statistically significant.

Figure 1 presents a visual representation of the effect of sex on all mobility outcomes for the pooled model. This figure presents an odds ratio plot of the effects of being male on all the mobility outcomes simultaneously, controlling for other relevant factors (see Long, 1987 and 1997 for an explanation of this method of presentation). Whereas Table 5 presents coefficients and statistical significance of the effects of variables on four mobility outcomes vis-à-vis staying, the figure summarizes the significance of sex on mobility for all the relationships (i.e., while Table 5 shows significance of effects for four kinds of movement relative to staying, Figure 1 indicates significance and the magnitude of difference for all 10 relationships, such as moving out relative to moving up). In the Figure, lines between outcomes indicate the absence of a statistically significant difference in the effect of being male on whether a teacher has one or the other of those two outcomes. Thus, it visually joins together those effects that are statistically indistinguishable. I plot along both a logit scale (on the bottom) and a factor change, or odds, scale (on the top). Both the logit coefficients and odds ratios provide estimates of the effect for men versus women in a given mobility outcome relative to staying in the occupation (i.e., staying is set at a factor of 1), but the magnitude of difference in the log-odds (i.e., logit) or odds can be easily calculated for the difference between any two outcomes by figuring the absolute difference along either of the scales. Vertical distance in Figure 1 has no meaning and only provides room to distinguish more easily the connecting lines among effects.

---

4 Preliminary models do suggest that academic training in the humanities does increase the likelihood of moving upward relative to staying. However, there is not enough variation in humanities training across all the mobility outcomes in this analysis to retain the humanities credential measure in the final models.

5 For instance, the absolute difference in the effect of sex for taking family leave and moving up among all teachers is 4.682—the absolute difference between 1.138 and −3.544 (these numbers can be found in Table 5). Therefore, the log-odds that a teacher will move up rather than take family leave is 4.682 greater for men than for women. The exponential of 4.682 is 107.986. Thus, men are about 108 times more likely than women to move up versus to take family leave. Conversely, the exponent of −4.682 is .009; being male reduces the odds of taking family leave versus moving up by 99.1 percent. Similarly, being female increases the odds of taking family leave versus moving up by a factor of 108 and reduces the odds of moving up versus taking family leave by 99.1 percent. Any of the other relationships can be calculated in a similar way.
Table 5. PREDICTORS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF OCCUPATIONAL MOVES AMONG TEACHERS WHO LEFT TEACHING VIS-À-VIS THOSE WHO STAYED (MULTINOMIAL LOGIT REGRESSION)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Moved Up logit</th>
<th>Moved Up odds</th>
<th>Left for family care logit</th>
<th>Left for family care odds</th>
<th>Moved out logit</th>
<th>Moved out odds</th>
<th>Moved internally logit</th>
<th>Moved internally odds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-8.257</td>
<td>-7.716</td>
<td>1.443</td>
<td></td>
<td>-4.633</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Status Characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1.145</td>
<td>2.455</td>
<td>3.272</td>
<td>1.577</td>
<td>26.361</td>
<td>1.327†</td>
<td>.265</td>
<td>1.687††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age²</td>
<td>-.339</td>
<td>(.511)</td>
<td>-.830†</td>
<td>.365</td>
<td>.436</td>
<td></td>
<td>.263</td>
<td>-.360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structural Job Characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taught elementary</td>
<td>-9.640</td>
<td>(7.531)</td>
<td>5.075†††</td>
<td>159.999</td>
<td>-1.700</td>
<td>(1.454)</td>
<td>2.752</td>
<td>(2.571)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary (in 1000s of dollars)</td>
<td>-.043</td>
<td>(.035)</td>
<td>-.047†</td>
<td>.954</td>
<td>-0.062</td>
<td>(0.109)</td>
<td>.939</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taught public school</td>
<td>-.270</td>
<td>(.770)</td>
<td>-.691</td>
<td>.382</td>
<td>-1.172††</td>
<td>(1.302)</td>
<td>.310</td>
<td>.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School’s percent female</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>(.014)</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>-.010</td>
<td>(.006)</td>
<td>-.016</td>
<td>-.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male principal</td>
<td>.932</td>
<td>(.746)</td>
<td>.580</td>
<td>.320</td>
<td>-.088</td>
<td>(0.287)</td>
<td>-.456</td>
<td>(.418)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human Capital Characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenure (logged)</td>
<td>-0.544</td>
<td>(.359)</td>
<td>-0.450†</td>
<td>.638</td>
<td>-0.682†</td>
<td>(0.201)</td>
<td>.505</td>
<td>-0.765††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postbaccalaureate degree</td>
<td>1.655†</td>
<td>(1.807)</td>
<td>5.234</td>
<td>-2.08</td>
<td>.075</td>
<td>(0.305)</td>
<td>.511</td>
<td>(.474)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative credentials</td>
<td>1.911††</td>
<td>(.557)</td>
<td>6.763</td>
<td>-2.84</td>
<td>.136</td>
<td>(0.470)</td>
<td>1.731††</td>
<td>5.647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family Characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>1.223</td>
<td>(.881)</td>
<td>2.125††</td>
<td>8.374</td>
<td>-.054</td>
<td>(0.284)</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>(.434)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young child(ren)</td>
<td>-1.228</td>
<td>(1.134)</td>
<td>1.390††</td>
<td>4.013</td>
<td>-.437</td>
<td>(.460)</td>
<td>.178</td>
<td>(.621)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New child(ren)</td>
<td>-1.060</td>
<td>(1.795)</td>
<td>2.696††</td>
<td>14.819</td>
<td>-.031</td>
<td>(.519)</td>
<td>1.172†</td>
<td>3.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interactions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taught elementary * Age</td>
<td>6.637</td>
<td>(5.576)</td>
<td>-5.529†††</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>1.223</td>
<td>(1.358)</td>
<td>-2.686</td>
<td>(2.181)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taught elementary * Age²</td>
<td>-1.045</td>
<td>(1.030)</td>
<td>1.296††</td>
<td>3.653</td>
<td>-.275</td>
<td>(.281)</td>
<td>.529</td>
<td>(.433)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Log-likelihood                  | -801.912       |                            |                            |                            |                 |                |                        |                        |
Model $\chi^2$                  | 440.262        |                            |                            |                            |                 |                |                        |                        |
Degrees of freedom              | 64             |                            |                            |                            |                 |                |                        |                        |
Number of cases                 | 5,734          |                            |                            |                            |                 |                |                        |                        |


Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. The model is significant at the .01 level.

$p < .05$  $^*p < .01$ (one-tailed tests)

$p < .05$  $^{††}p < .01$ (two-tailed tests)
Figure 1 ODDS RATIO PLOT FOR THE EFFECT OF MALE ON DIFFERENT MOBILITY OUTCOMES AMONG SCHOOL TEACHERS

Factor Change Scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>.007</th>
<th>.018</th>
<th>.050</th>
<th>.135</th>
<th>.368</th>
<th>1.000</th>
<th>2.718</th>
<th>7.389</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: S = staying, U = moving up, F = taking family leave, O = moving out, and I = moving internally. Connecting lines indicate the absence of statistically significant differences between the effects of male (i.e., sex) on the odds of moving to those two occupational outcomes. Vertical distance in the figure has no meaning and only provides room to more easily distinguish the lines between effects.

Turning to the final model presented in Table 5, the determinants of mobility out of teaching are as one might expect. Possession of advanced degrees and formal educational training in educational administration and counseling are among the best predictors of movement upward to become a principal or assistant principal. For leave to care for family, the most important factors are family characteristics (especially having a new child), sex, and age, an effect which varies in size and trajectory depending upon whether one teaches at the elementary or secondary level. Of particular interest is the effect of sex on leaves to care for family: Men are exceedingly unlikely to take family leave. Looking at Table 5 and Figure 1, we can see that women are 35 times more likely than men to leave for family reasons ($e^{3.544} = 34.6$).

Together, the results presented in these tables provide no support for the tokenism hypotheses that men suffer particular disadvantages in predominantly female occupations... [T]he multiplicative term for a sex by school level interaction failed a test of statistical significance in preliminary models... [A]dding the sex by school level interaction term contributes little to the final model presented in Table 5 and does not improve it in any significant way. This result, of course, suggests that the effect of sex on mobility among teachers is not conditioned by level: Whether men leave teaching for an occupation outside a school does not seem to vary depending upon the level at which they teach, and whether elementary school teachers leave teaching for an occupation outside a school does not seem to vary depending on teachers’ sex. This being the case, I find no support for Hypothesis 2; despite their token status, there is no evidence that men who teach in elementary schools are any more likely than men who teach in secondary schools to leave teaching for another occupation.
Though I also use the sex by school level interaction to evaluate Hypothesis 1, the absence of this interaction is not enough in and of itself to dismiss the Hypothesis. It could be that men are more likely than women at either level to leave teaching for paid work outside a school; in other words, there could be a direct effect of sex on outward movement among teachers—one that applies for elementary and secondary school teachers alike. Looking at Table 5, however, there is no evidence of disproportionate outward movement among men. The effect of sex on outward movement fails a test of statistical significance, and thus I find no support for Hypothesis 1.

In the absence of significant effects for these terms, the findings provide no convincing evidence that token men who teach in elementary schools suffer any disadvantages that would encourage them to leave teaching with any greater likelihood than either their majority female colleagues or the nontoken men who teach in secondary schools. Indeed, the effect of sex, though not significant, is in a direction opposite that predicted by gender-neutral tokenism [results not shown]. The combination of nonsignificance and an effect for sex opposite of that predicted by Hypothesis 2 makes me suspicious about the generalizability of the gender-neutral tokenism perspective.

So, too, must we summarily find that there is no support for Hypotheses 6 and 7. In essence, these two hypotheses are the inverse of Hypotheses 1 and 2, and they are thus predicated on the same notion that there is a significant interaction between teachers’ sex and the school level at which they teach or, for the case of Hypothesis 6, that there is a significant direct effect of sex on outward movement. As mentioned in the discussion of Hypotheses 1 and 2, however, there is no evidence of such an interaction effect... or of a direct sex effect on outward movement among teachers (Table 5). Again, to the extent that there is a difference in the effect of sex across level, the difference is more consistent with the competition perspective than with the Kanterian perspective: Men appear to have slightly higher odds than women of moving out of secondary schools (relative to staying), and men appear to have slightly lower odds than women of moving out of elementary schools (relative to staying). However, the evidence is not persuasive (i.e., $p > .05$).

The only hypothesis for which these results provide convincing support is Hypothesis 8, the proposition that token men who teach in elementary schools will be more likely than women to move up to administrative positions. Table 5 and Figure 1 show that, controlling for other mobility-relevant variables, there is a significant direct effect of being male on moving up to administrative positions (vis-à-vis staying in teaching) in both elementary and secondary schools. Controlling for other relevant factors, the log-odds of moving up (relative to staying) are 1.138 greater for men than for women.
This translates into significantly greater odds of promotion for male teachers: Men are 3.1 times more likely than women to move up. Thus, we can say with confidence that there is a greater likelihood of men being promoted upward in school settings and that this general finding applies to the token men who teach in elementary schools. This being the case, these data do provide convincing support for Hypothesis 8: There is evidence that male elementary school teachers are more likely than female elementary school teachers to move up to a principalship or assistant principalship.

Discussion and Conclusion

Despite the importance of understanding men’s relationship to workplace sex composition (Reskin, 1988), we have until recently had little evidence bearing on the appropriateness of applying gender-neutral social control propositions to token men’s experience with sex-atypical work. In this study I make use of a large set of systematically collected, representative data on teachers in the United States, and I find no evidence whatever that men suffer disadvantages as sex-atypical workers to an extent that would lead them to leave the field. There is no evidence that men move out of the predominantly female occupation of elementary school teaching at a greater rate than women, and there is no evidence that male elementary school teachers move out at a greater rate than men who teach in the sex-integrated occupation of secondary school teaching—both things we would expect to find if men suffered some unique disadvantage in predominantly female settings. Nor do I find compelling evidence that men suffer disadvantages in sex-integrated workplaces, as is predicted by the competition perspective.

What I do find strong evidence for, however, is Williams’s (1992) alternative proposition: There does appear to be a glass escalator upward for token men who teach. Despite any disadvantages that may exist for men who teach in elementary schools, they benefit in one real, important way from

---

6 It should be noted that this analysis is based on a conceptualization of staying that includes job movers (i.e., movers from one school to another) as stayers. This conceptualization would not pose a problem, since I am interested in occupational moves, except that there is a small but noteworthy minority of stayers who remained in teaching but switched level. Given dataset inconsistencies in variable construction from Time 1 to Time 2, it is difficult to identify the teachers who made such a move, but based on roughly equivalent measures that I was able to construct, I identified only 57 teachers who stayed in the teaching occupation but switched from the elementary to secondary level, and I identified another 74 teachers who stayed in teaching but switched from the secondary to elementary level. It is inappropriate to model these additional outcomes in a pooled model similar to that presented in Table 5, but I did conduct a supplementary analysis where I estimated (1) an elementary-only model with a dependent variable that accommodated elementary-to-secondary moves and (2) a secondary-only model with a dependent variable that accommodated secondary-to-elementary moves. Though these specifications do change the significance levels for some variables, this analysis reveals the same effects for the central theoretical variables and interactions and would lead to the same conclusions regarding all eight hypotheses I test in this study.
their status as men: They are significantly more likely to advance upward into prominent school administrative positions. Although it is possible that this effect could be the result of unmeasured gender differences in aspirations to become principals, evidence on the effects of gender and organizational structure on promotion aspirations makes me dubious of this as a complete explanation. Cassirer and Reskin (2000) provide convincing evidence that men and women in comparable organizational structures place the same importance on promotion. If women’s aspirations to become principals are lower, this could be the result of an occupational structure that encourages men’s aspirations with a history of placing them in headships rather than a result of sex, per se. Moreover, to the extent that pursuit and completion of requirements for administrative credentials reflects aspirations to become a principal or assistant principal, these models statistically control for gender differences in aspirations. Among elementary school teachers men are about two times more likely to have such credentials (not presented), but even when controlling for administrative credentials men are still three times more likely than women to move up. Thus, although gender differences in aspirations may contribute some to men’s disproportionate upward movement, I think there is compelling evidence here that men benefit from a chauvinist advantage when it comes to promotion in female-dominated workplaces.

If the tokenism thesis is viable at all, the evidence here points to an effect of relative numbers on workplace experience that is conditioned by sex, one that is not gender-neutral, and it thus suggests the need for theoretical revision: While token workers suffer some forms of disadvantage by virtue of contextual minority status, that disadvantage is ameliorated when incumbents enjoy a privileged master status, such as men do. Under this condition token workers may be singled out for special treatment, better monetary and nonmonetary rewards, and better opportunities for career advancement.

However, the results presented here, I think, point to a workplace experience of women and men that has less to do with relative numbers than with gender as a major structural stratification mechanism that privileges men in settings of whatever composition. Though tokens may experience some role encapsulation and added attention by virtue of their contextual difference, the kind of attention they get is determined by a gendered organizational structure in which men are more likely to be appreciated and rewarded than women. Thus, men were no more likely in 1992 to have left the gender-skewed occupation of elementary school teaching than the gender-balanced occupation of secondary school teaching, and their better chances of advancement were not different across levels either. This evidence is consistent with a larger feminist gender theory from which the
glass ceiling and glass escalator arguments have emerged (Lorber, 1994; Acker, 1990; Reskin, 1988).

Although these analyses do not provide any evidence that the tokenism proposition (Kanter, 1977) is generalizable to token men in predominantly female workplaces, they also do not rule out the possibility that token men suffer the alienation and self-doubt identified in previous studies; despite my findings, those things may still hold, and those factors could reduce token men’s satisfaction at work without pushing them out. Token men could well stay in teaching while enduring such difficulties, but it is unclear to me why they would do so—why they would not leave with greater rapidity than women who teach elementary school—if they do not also benefit in some other ways that assuage the factors that might lead to dissatisfaction. In addition to greater chances at promotion, male elementary school teachers also make more money than women in the profession (women’s base salary is about 90% of men’s; U.S. Department of Education, 1994a), and given this power and privilege, perhaps men enjoy other day-to-day benefits as well. Our theoretical understanding would benefit from research exploring the link between token men’s workplace satisfaction and the effect of dissatisfaction with colleagues, supervisors, and professional respect on attrition versus advancement. For instance, we don’t know the extent to which token men are satisfied or dissatisfied with various aspects of their work, and the extent to which that dissatisfaction leads them up as an alternative to moving out. Research exploring such issues should be among the next steps in our study of the processes surrounding token men’s workplace experience.

The implication of these conclusions for our understanding of workplace sex segregation within teaching is fairly clear. Although I offer no real evaluation of the extent to which sex-differentials in attrition across elementary and secondary schools contribute to sex segregation within teaching, these findings suggest that men’s attrition cannot contribute much to that segregation. In order for men’s attrition to contribute to overall segregation between elementary and secondary school teachers, men’s attrition would have to be significantly more likely in elementary school teaching than in secondary school teaching. It is not: Occupational level makes no significant difference in men’s likelihood of moving out of teaching. Though men are more likely to leave teaching to move up, this happens for secondary and elementary school teachers alike and doesn’t happen enough in either case to account for the drastically different sex composition seen across levels.

Instead of attrition, focusing on entrance into teaching will, in all likelihood, be the most rewarding direction for future research on sex segregation within teaching and the larger occupational structure. Based on results from these data, it appears clear that sex segregation across levels within teaching is largely attributable to something that occurs before men enter
the profession, discouraging all but a very few from even pursuing elementary school teaching. Jacobs (1989) has already offered evidence that very few men aspire to work as elementary school teachers (see Table 4.1), and Montecinos and Nielsen (1997) provide some additional evidence bearing on the aspirations of young men as they progress through a collegiate elementary education program as well as the time at which such men decide to pursue the occupation (men apparently decide much later than women; see also Allan, 1996). What is now needed is research that examines why this is the case. Most likely, premarket forces that matter are the combination of socialization, college counseling, and other gendered patterns of social control that discourage entrance into this occupation. Such research could improve our understanding of masculinity and boys’ and men’s general reluctance to pursue jobs seen as “women’s work.”

In addition, the research agenda for this area should also include comparable studies of men in other predominantly female occupations and jobs. Arguably, elementary school teaching provides a site for a relatively conservative test of token theories; along with nursing, elementary school teaching is among the occupations most strongly associated with women and femininity. To the extent that elementary school teaching is among those occupations most strongly associated with women, we would expect that it would be among those most likely to witness male disadvantage predicted by the gender-neutral token thesis. That we do not find evidence of such disadvantage suggests that one would not find it in other predominantly female professions that are not as strongly associated with women and femininity. Nonetheless, the generalizability of the token propositions to other predominantly female occupations and jobs remains an empirical question, and it should be empirically evaluated in other settings.

Theoretical understanding may benefit most from research on occupations other than the professions and on jobs where opportunity for advancement is severely limited or nonexistent. It may be that class, training, commitment, and labor process differences between professional and non-professional occupations and jobs result in different experiences for token men who occupy them. Investigations into such differences would provide important information as we work toward both a better understanding of the experience of token men across the great diversity of occupations and jobs and a better understanding of the role of that experience in determining workplace sex segregation.
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